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know-it-all from Georgia and more like an
uncertain pragmatist. But instead of explicating the evolution of Carter’s thinking,
Bird plays favorites in the internal struggle between Carter’s dovish, genteel secretary of state, Cyrus R. Vance, and the
hawkish, egotistical Brzezinski. Whenever
Carter sides with Vance, Bird praises him.
We know now how the Cold War turned
out, but Carter couldn’t have. In the second
half of the 1970s the Soviets, pushed by the
Cubans, were making a bid for new allies in
the developing world. In a matter of five
years, Havana would send troops to Angola, Ethiopia and Grenada, and train revolutionaries in El Salvador and Nicaragua.
And, of course, the Soviet military invaded
Afghanistan. In approving Brzezinski’s
call for covert action in Afghanistan and
Nicaragua, Carter reacted to a world
seemingly spinning out of control. Bird

seems to think Carter just shouldn’t have
listened to his national security adviser.
The narrative is more nuanced when the
focus is on the Middle East. The section on
the Camp David accord may be too detailed for the general reader, but Bird
makes crystal clear that the Israeli prime
minister, Menachem Begin, deceived a
well-meaning
American
president.
Carter’s diplomacy brought peace to many
millions in the region but because of Begin’s double cross, the Palestinians were
left out. Regarding Iran, Carter couldn’t really make up his mind on what to do about
the shah and his failing regime. After the
Ayatollah Khomeini came to power, and
the United States Embassy was captured,
Carter found his focus, which was preserving the lives of the more than 50 American
hostages being held by the Iranians. Securing their release proved maddeningly

difficult. Moreover, Bird assembles a suggestive, though incomplete, mosaic to argue that fearing a last-minute deal with the
Iranians to release the hostages would
boost Carter, the Reagan campaign, led by
the Nixon alumnus William Casey, further
complicated that international diplomacy
(as Nixon did, indirectly, in 1968 with the
South Vietnamese). “It’s ours to throw
away,” Bird quotes a Reagan aide saying
just after the Republican National Convention. “If [Carter] does something with the
hostages, or pulls something else out of the
hat, as only an incumbent president can,
we’re in big trouble.” This cold case should
remain open.
In 1976, when the inflation rate was 4.9
percent, Jimmy Carter won an improbable
presidential victory because he appealed
to a sour electorate desperate for change.
Carter understood why Americans didn’t

trust Congress — he didn’t either — but he
thought Americans would trust him. Indeed, he believed, and this was a character
flaw, Americans should trust him. By 1980,
when the inflation rate was 12.6 percent
and the hostage crisis still unresolved,
they didn’t — by a long shot — and the oneterm Carter presidency became a cautionary tale for future presidents.
In his rhetoric, his approach to Congress, his coupling of environmentalism
with job creation and his rejection of shortterm fiscal stinginess, our 46th president
and longtime Carter political ally, Joe Biden, may be the successor who has taken
those lessons most to heart. Kai Bird’s important book intentionally, and inadvertently, explains why American presidents
continue to learn as much from President
Carter’s mistakes as from his many
achievements. 0

semblance of fecundity, arousing to males,
that Balcombe compares to “a fly bustle.”
Copulating tsetse flies shake and squeeze
their bodies in a synchronous pattern that
is thought to be some kind of inward dialogue; fly dirty talk.
The littlest fly is the size of a flake of pepper. Among the largest is the robber fly,

Of flies that make their habitat on other
animals — parasitizing skin or bodily tissue, feeding off blood — the rarest are
those bonded to endangered animals. Today the rhinoceros-stomach botfly is
winking out, having fewer rhinoceros
stomachs to colonize, as rhino numbers
plummet. Contra the mosquito, which too
is a member of the fly family Diptera. The mosquito profits from
an expanding domain of human
skin. As Balcombe notes, these
and other flesh flies have access
to roughly 4,600 square miles of
skin surface globally; and as our
species thrives, their profusions
do likewise.
“Super Fly” belongs within a
subgenre of animal literature that
sees frequent recourse to titles
that begin: “The Secret Life of
_____” (of bees, of cows, of
wolves). But Balcombe’s book
does more than unfold surprising
facts about flies. The effect of being keyed into this miniature
world is an uneasy feeling of double vision. Where once flies might have
represented tedium or torment, “Super
Fly” unveils an existence that is not necessarily simpler for merely being smaller.
Learning that fruit flies suffer from insomnia may well give us cause to reimagine just what that dot, dizzily circling the
ceiling, is doing. Or thinking. Is a fly a torment to itself, despairing of sleep? Astonishing, that this intricacy should play out
right under our noses (or over our heads).
What else are we missing? 0

Buzz Off
The amazing, varied world of flies, revealed.
By REBECCA GIGGS

TO THE THINKERS of antiquity, a fly’s life

had cryptic origins. With scant knowledge
of how flies metamorphize from larvae into
adults, some classical philosophers reasoned that the insects emerged through
“spontaneous generation” out of fires, rotted meat, mucilage and other organic
refuse; life springing forth from nonliving
matter.
Such winged insects as these had no
need of mates or parentage, the philosophers theorized, since they did not reproSUPER FLY
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duce. Iota by iota, debris was thought to
transmogrify into flies. And so, as a result,
something of the inanimate realm clung to
them still; a state of unfeeling, the sense
that flies were less beings than things.
Whatever speck of animacy danced inside
a fly, it was imperfectly drawn from its
lowly genesis in muck, or smoldering
waste.
Naturalists have since detailed the true
life cycle of the fly (its perpetual circuit:
egg, maggot, pupa, midge), but the notion
that flies are tiny automatons lingers on.
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Flies are said to drone or buzz, sounds that
connote machines. En masse, we deem
them a “cloud,” a presence as fickle (and
sometimes as forceful) as weather. Watching flies wheel around a light bulb, like
planets on an invisible orrery, the equilibrium of their motion might strike an idle
mind as seeming preset, each flight path
produced by some as yet unrecognized kinetic law, instead of being
— as is the alternative — the upshot of a fly’s moment-to-moment
decision making, a trajectory led
by intent.
So it comes as something of a
revelation, then, to learn by way of
Jonathan Balcombe’s latest book,
“Super Fly: The Unexpected Lives
of the World’s Most Successful Insects,” that far from operating on
autopilot, flies exhibit discerning
social lives, idiosyncratic behavior
and sensitivities to stimuli that are
not dissimilar to our own.
Fly courtship, for instance, offers a remarkable panorama of romantic tension and strategy. There
are flies that present potential mates with
edible gifts, wrapped in silken bundles that
scientists call “nuptial balloons.” Some
flies emit an aphrodisiac perfume, dance
or sing to attract attention (though they do
it by vibrating their wings, not vocally).
Flies kiss. Bone-skipper flies, competing
for territory and sexual primacy, charge
one another at lightning speeds, head-butting as bighorn rams do high up in the Rockies. Females of a different species puff
their abdomens to emulate pregnancy; a
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which can grow to nearly three inches and
is capable of taking down a hummingbird,
though its brain scarcely weighs a milligram. Flies have evolved to occupy some
of the planet’s most extreme environments. One kind lives in pools of crude
oil, another in the excretory organs of a
land crab. Alkali flies dash across a lake’s
topside, creating wavelets that then engulf
them, encasing each fly in a silvery bubble
that permits it to dive and feast on algae
below.
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